Design of pavements: Unicity of the Space

A design was created to highlight the square's space unity, in order to match the paving of Plaza Constitución, the same paving materials were used. The combination of dark grey paving stones and Spanish Quintana grey granite slabs were used in a 3-metre wide area parallel to the buildings. White concrete paving stones have been used on the inner area marked by the granite slabs, displaying a herringbone pattern. The colour contrast makes the square look bigger and distinctive, creating the intended uniformity.

Old Well Memorial

During the work process, the remains of the foundations belonging to an old granite stone well were found. The Heritage authorities moved the stones to a different place. A modification was introduced: the design of a rose window-shaped pavement as large as the remains of the well, using an assortment of black and white marble slabs. An inscription in the centre reads 'hic pvtevs aqvae FVIT' ('there was a water well' in Latin).

Burial of wiring

The power lines were dismantled and only one phone line has been kept. Its underground structure (pipes and boxes) is now in place.

Bus Stop Demolition

The bus stop was demolished and rebuilt in a more suitable place in the village.

Link with Plaza Constitución

The design of old pavement in Plaza Constitución was punctually adapted, to create the 3-metre wide area also in this part of the square.

demolition of illegal constructions

The pavements and illegal ramps were dismantled, as well as a garage door.

Restoration of old paving stones

It was decided to restore and keep the existing older paving stones at the door of Casa de Doña Teresa and at the former Guardia Civil barracks.

New benches and trees

To overcome the lack of trees and amenities, five trees were planted and two benches placed in the vicinity of the north side of the former Guardia Civil barracks.

New concrete and granite wall

A new wall was built as a replacement of the old masonry wall. The size of the wall in this area, 50 cm width, is suitable for use as a continuous bench.

New top level area

The top level is irregular and a series of ramps and flat horizontal surfaces were built using concrete paving stones in two different tones.

Singularity of the Church entrance

The idea of highlighting access areas to noble buildings is used to create a yellow Platine granite pavement displaying a Latin cross design in the entrance of the church.
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